Fabric Requirements

- 1 yd of cream with red dot for backgrounds and wreath centers
  - Cut (4) 14½” × 14½” squares
  - Cut (4) 4” × 4” squares
- (80) 2½” × 5” rectangles in various greens for Dresden fans
  - We selected 10 green Essential Gems Strip fabrics to create the wreaths for all four blocks. Cut each strip into (8) 5” segments. Divide the 5” segments into four piles of 20 segments each, so each pile has (2) 5” segments of each fabric. Each pile makes one wreath.
- (2) 1½” x WOF for sashing
- (4) 2½” × WOF for borders
- ½ yd for binding
- (4) 3½” × 16” for bow
- (4) 2½” × 2½” for bow knot
- 1 yd for backing (based on 43” wide fabric)

Dresden Wreaths

Use the 5” fan on your Dresden Plate Ruler to cut (80) Dresden fans from the green segments. Use the Circle Segment Ruler to cut (4) wreath centers from the cream with red dot fabric. Refer to video for assembly instructions.

Required Products:
Creative Grids® Non-Slip 18 Degree Dresden Plate Ruler

Recommended Products:
Olfa® Spinning Rotary Mat
Prairie Pointer
Roxanne® Glue-Baste-It®
MonoPoly™ Clear Thread
All available at ShabbyFabrics.com

Finish Wall Hanging

Sew (1) 1½” × 14½” sashing strip to the bottom of Block 1. Sew (1) 1½” × 14½” sashing strip to the bottom of Block 2. Sew Blocks 1 and 3 together, top to bottom. Sew Blocks 2 and 4 together, top to bottom. Sew (1) 1½” × 29½” sashing strip between the two columns. Press all seams toward sashing.

Sew borders to the left and right sides of the quilt and trim to be even with the quilt. Sew borders to the top and bottom of the quilt and trim to be even with the quilt. Press all seams toward border.

Quilt and bind as desired.

Visit ShabbyFabrics.blogspot.com to learn how to create the coordinating fabric bow.
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